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As with everything, the real world intrudes.
As I’m writing this, the holiday season and an
impending vacation is fast approaching. Seattle
2063 was a surprise project for us, and as much
as we tried to have it completely finished before
Christmas 2002 got in the way, it was simply not
possible. Thus, the book you’re looking at is simply
the first part of Seattle 2063, covering Downtown,
the heart of the Seattle Metroplex. In early 2003—
knock on wood!—the remainder of Seattle 2063 will
be available.

Author’s Note
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Editor’s Note

First of all, I would like to thank Paul, Earl, David,
Eva, and all the rest of the contributors for the fabulous
effort they put into this work. Without them, this would
have never happened.
Seattle 2063 is, in my mind, a crossover project. It’s
smoothly integrated into the current timeline, but has the
old school feel of FASA’s original Seattle Sourcebook. Heavy
on rumor, plot hooks and hidden conspiracies, Seattle
2063 offers a batch of fresh material to add to your game,
whether you dig into the conspiracies or just accept the
content at face value. It’s also full of in-jokes, subtle and
not-at-all subtle references to the authors, their friends,
and characters.

Stylistic Notes

Robert “Rico” Murphy: Amp’s Olde Repair Shoppe

As you read you’ll see that for the sake of clarity, many
entries do not list redundant information. For example, a
resturant that has no racial or ethnic biases simply does not
have a bias entry, as opposed to saying “No Racial Bias.”
Downtown Seattle—being the hub of the city—is covered
first, and then all districts are organized in alphabetical
order, with the exception of the Puyallup and Redmond
Barrens, which follow all the other districts.

Jeff “Ampere” Preston: Trideo Shack

Not playing in Seattle?

Adam Jury: In The Shadows,
The Silent Cafe
Sara “Wildfire” Miller: Blue Heaven, Children of the Light
Educational Center, Firefly’s Jar, The Holistic Garden,
School of the Red Dragon, Skidmarks

Mark “Harley667” Reynolds: Bold As Brass, The Dancing
Ronin
David “Eli” Short: Crossroads Shopping Mall, Mamma
J’s Bistro and Cyber Cafe
Jason Wasikowski: Enigma
Crazy Elf: Public Access Matrix Terminal No: 3278

The Shadowrun Supplemental

If your game isn’t set in Seattle, a supplement named
Seattle 2063 may at first appear of dubious use to you.
However, with minimal tweaking all the locations could
easily be dropped into any North American metroplex—
they may lack the correct flavor for international locales.
Organized crime is present throughout North America,
and while the names may change, political figures and
machinations drive the public sector everywhere you go.
I heartily encourage non-Seattle players and gamemasters
to dig through this supplement, modify what you like,
and make of much use as you can of it. After all, the more
things change, the more things stay the same.
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Downtown at a Glance

Compiled by Shadowland Seattle

The heart and soul of the Metroplex, Seattle’s
Downtown is unlike any other city in North America.
Tourists can find a wide variety of entertainment in the
Downtown shops, restaurants, theaters and museums.
Whether you enjoy the sites from one of the many dirigible
services that grace Seattle’s skyline, or you choose to take
in the sites with a brisk walk, you can be sure that your
trip to Seattle will be like no other!
> Downtown is a hotbed of activity — illicit and otherwise. Seattle
has often been depicted on a variety of trids and sims as a city
of wonder and magic, a place where you can’t swing a dead
cat without hitting a shadowrunner. Like any fable, there is some
truth to it, but like in the fairytales, ignorance kills you faster than
any Gillette Chiba ever produced.
Downtown is home to countless criminals, organized and
decidedly unorganized. Petty thievery tops the list of Lone Star’s
crime statistics, but anyone heading Downtown should exercise
precaution.
> Alien Tourist
“From way out of Town”

Geography and Demographics

Although Downtown is highly commercialized and
crowded, its landscape has remained relatively unchanged
for the last hundred years. Small changes aside, so far
the government has resisted all attempts to massively
reconstruct Downtown.
> A lot of people pitched a real fit when the Arcology and the
Aztechnology compounds were built, and at the time those
projects seemed pretty extreme. However in light of some
recent attempts by various megacorporations they’re actually
pretty mild. At least two developers are requesting permission
to construct 500-plus story skyrakers, and another wants to
build over Puget Sound! As of yet, the City Council and Mayor
have blocked all these projects, but pressure is heavy from the
United Corporate Council to allow some new construction of
better facilities.
> Seattlite
> At least three Councilmen have faced pressure all right — in
the last three weeks alone, two councilmen have seen massive
deposits into their accounts. Expect some of them to change
their tunes.
> Anonymous
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District Size: Approximately 468 square kilometers
Population: 561,000 (Human 56%, Elf 13%, Dwarf 4%,
Ork 24%, Troll 2%, Other 1%)
Population Density: Approximately 1,199 per
square kilometer
Per Capita Income: 133,000 ¥
Below Poverty Level: 21%
On Fortune’s Active Traders List: 2%
Corporate Affiliation: 88%
Voting Precincts: 11
Education:
<12 Years: 20%
High School Equivalency: 50%
College Equivalency: 18%
Advanced Studies Certificates: 12%
Hospitals and Clinics: 12
LTG Access Number: 206/2206

Politics

Ivar J. Lindstrom is still the immensely popular
governor of Downtown. Labeled the “Gutsy Governor”
by the press, Lindstrom has said he’d rather have tourists
watch councilmen argue; allowing tourists to see that his
city is more than “pretty buildings and a sea breeze.”
> Even though security in Metroplex Hall was recently upgraded,
there still have been several incidents in the last few years. Last
year someone managed to smuggle a hand grenade into the
council room, although it was never used. The year before a
man claiming to have heard the voice of “Elemental Fire” set fire
to a side wing of Metroplex Hall, nearly killing two councilmen.
When the Arcology shut down, Metroplex Hall was given a
military detail to provide additional security; however, once it
was decided that Metroplex Hall was safe, most of the detail
was pulled for other duties.
> SPD

Organized Crime
By Zeus

Organized crime in Seattle is based Downtown. All
the major syndicates have operations Downtown and are
always looking to expand.
Although the Finnegans have traditionally controlled
the area, all three major Mafia families have a presence
Downtown. Despite the Family’s claims to control all
of Downtown’s rackets — and in reality, do take a lot of
cred from several sources — there are too many players
Downtown for any one syndicate to control it all.
The Triads have benefited greatly from the events of
the last five years, nearly doubling their presence in Seattle.
Apparently setting aside their personal differences, they
are working together, gaining substantial territory in the
docks. The Tongs have carved out their place in the magical
extortion racket as well, the threat of Chinese black magic
being a powerful tool of persuasion.

SEATTLE 2063

DOWNTOWN SEATTLE
The Seoulpa Rings have also increased their influence
in the Downtown Seattle chaos. At least five Rings, ranging
in size from 30 to 200 members, operate Downtown.
Koreans, purged from the Yakuza, organized a number of
Rings in Downtown and fought the Yakuza tooth and nail,
making major inroads, especially in the chips arena.
Vory V. Zakone is also starting to import its brand
of fun to Downtown. So far their operations have
been limited to investments in local muscle, talent and
real estate. I imagine they will find Downtown a very
interesting place to gain profits from. Rumors constantly
place the Russians in control of Chimera, but in truth the
two merely have a friendly relationship.
And if all that wasn’t enough, there may be more
thriller gangs in Seattle per square foot than anywhere
else in the world. You name ‘em, we have ‘em: the
Halloweeners, the Silent Ps, the Ancients, the Cutters,
Latin Kings, Latin Counts, World Wide Gangster Disciples,
Mulonics and host of others. Keeping track of the gang
activity in Downtown keeps at least a company of Lone
Star paper pushers busy full time.
> Downtown is also the center of the Seattle Independence
Movement, dedicated to making Seattle a free city, in the same vein
as Berlin. The Movement is organized in two separate branches.
The first is the political arm, which is headed by Nicholas
Ivanovich and acts as SIM’s public relations and negotiating
tool. Officially, the Movement wants to make Seattle a selfgoverning Free State. Officially, they don’t participate in any
direct action against the UCAS government. Ivanovich’s righthand man is Eddie Stone, a slick negotiator, who has brought the
movement from a backroom bunch of intellectuals to a reality
— with support from some of Seattle’s influential and wealthy
citizens and Megacorporations.
Unofficially, the Movement does have a direct-action arm that
has become increasingly active of late, especially Downtown.
They’ve so far limited themselves to a couple of rock-throwing
incidents and looking tough at rallies, but their leader, an ork
named Nicky, apparently wants to step up their actions a notch
or three. Word on the street says his people have been quietly
acquiring explosives and drones.
> Downtown Playa
> Which has the local FBI, NSA, BATFF and Justice Department
boys over at the Royer building double-checking their security.
So far the SIM boys have limited themselves to pranks and
demonstrations, but you can bet that if they move up to
something nastier the Feds will be all over them.
Another thing that’s got the Feds working overtime is figuring out
who is backing the movement. Any of the megacorps especially
annoyed at the UCAS lately? Place your money on them…
> Face
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Locations of Interest

Compiled by Shadowland Seattle

Hotels
The Harbor Hutch
Large Cargo Vessel/Medium Hotel | Pier 398-Berth 6 | Matthew
Dean, Manager| LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-776-6554
Converted from a 20th Century Frigate, the Harbor
Hutch is a family-style Bed&Breakfast. Rates are
reasonable, and the food makes up for quality with
quantity and variety. A small gift shop known as the
Stray Sailor provides guests with an opportunity to
part with their hard-earned cred on a wide variety of
duty- free goods.
> The Harbor Hutch’s owner Matthew Dean, AKA Daemon, is
one of Seattle’s hottest Deckers! I hear he keeps some pretty
hot decks and parts lying about...
> Decker M
> You talking about Matthew “The Dick” Daemon? His nickname
is from his old line of work, kid. Simsense, and not the educational
kind. This place is a floating brothel, singles bar and swingers
lounge. Hedonistic pleasures await any and all comers.
> Dick Deck
“The Double Decker Inspector.”

Restaurants
The Barricade
Large Bar and Grill | Mile marker 65 Interstate 5 | Zoie
Thayer, Owner and Operator | Bias against non-cops | LTG
NA/UCAS-SEA-209-445-7681
The Barricade is unique amongst the many bars and
nightclubs of Seattle. It actually sits in the middle of
Interstate 5. Formerly a roadside rest area, it was been
bought back in the thirties and converted into a hotel.
This hotel promptly attracted the exact opposite clientele
from what it had wanted and soon after went out of
business. It was then purchased a woman named Zoie,
who still owns it. She has painstakingly remodeled the
place into an Irish-style pub, with a large dining area
and a small dance floor. It has quickly become a favorite
of law enforcement officials everywhere. The Barricade
is great place for a good Irish beer and a real steak at
decent prices.
> Zoie has either got some good damn luck or friends who
care. She managed to buy the site for the Barricade dirt cheap,
somewhere in the neighborhood of less than 60 percent of
the market value. She also managed to skirt, avoid, bypass or
blatantly ignore most all of the local zoning ordinances while
building the joint. And she made money off building the place!
How she managed that I will never know.
> Bob the Builder
“Can we do it? Yes we can!”
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> Zoie was an Ares SPO back in the day. She was standing too
close to a client when some major bad ritual juju came down
the pipe. Third degree burns across her thorax and lower legs.
She walks with a limp and still has scars that’d make a Euro Wars
POW flinch. She was a damned good officer, and this bar is her
retirement, pal. Mess with Zoie and I will hand you your spleen
on a plate.
> Major Pain
“Your finger hurt?”

The Eatery

Small Restaurant | 48 Yesler Way | Lynn Briemayer, Owner |
Bias against non-ghouls
The Eatery is an establishment that most tourists will
never see — if they’re lucky. Designed to be a neutral place
where ghouls — a small minority that is rapidly growing in
Seattle — can meet and discuss their daily lives over a bite to
eat. Hidden behind a small cannery, the Eatery is very strict
on admitting ghouls only and maintaining its secrecy.
> Talk about all the ambience of an abattoir. This place is lit like a
graveyard on a moonless night and smells like a slaughterhouse
at high noon. And listening to these bone-crunching cannibals
is like listening to someone scratching a chalkboard with their
fingernails. Avoid this joint at all costs, unless you want to be part
of that night’s a-la-carte menu.
> Digger
> Ghouls don’t see like you and me, chummers. This place is
barely lit in the traditional sense, but in astral this place is lit like
a fraggin’ carnival. Some sort of anchored spell lights this joint.
Remember that, chumpals.
> Snake

Fat Tommy’s

Small Deli | 546 11th Avenue South | “Fat” Tommy Corleone,
Owner and Operator | Bias against Asians | LTG NA/UCASSEA-206-442-5645
Fat Tommy’s eatery is Old World Italian cuisine at
its best. Tommy’s provides some of the best Old World
Italian cuisine west of Chicago. His secret is simple: his
mother cooks. Meals are very expensive, and service ranges
from unbelievably elegant to downright rude and nearly
nonexistent, depending on Tommy’s mood. Tommy also
owns and operates a nearby pawn shop.

> Or he might make you smile out the side of your face...
> Zeus
> Tommy does, however, sit on some serious cred for the Mob.
The cold, hard, paper kind! Also he doles out quite a bit of
electronic cred where necessary.
> 101

Griggs

Kiosk/Hotdog Stand | Location varies, but always on a corner |
Kenneth Griggs, Owner and Operator
Griggs is a corner kiosk that sells grinders, hotdogs
and pretzels. He also sells both hardcopy news
magazines and papers and provides access for their
electronic counterparts.
> Not only are the pretzels and Chicago Dogs (Nicknamed Bug
Dogs after the CZ went up) the fraggin’ bomb, but they are dirtcheap as well! Ken moves his stand around quite a bit; it all fits
into a small trailer he hauls with his quad. He seems to have the
choice of just about anywhere he wants. Hmmm....
> Zeus
> Kenneth Griggs, AKA Mieczljslav Sorokin, was born in
Azerbaijan and served in the Red Army during the Euro Wars
as an Intelligence Officer. He also did some time with the KGB;
details are as sketchy as to be expected. Then Mieczljslav
disappeared, only to turn up eight years later in Seattle running
a kiosk. Weird, neh?
> Cephas
“Suck the pain, Bitch!”
> Griggs has access to Shadowland and damn good
intelligence on happenings in Downtown. Nothing gets by him.
(If he really was KGB, no wonder.) He is willing to divulge what he
knows if the price is right and you know the right way to ask.
> Downtown Playa

> Tommy’s is a Mob joint if ever there was one. Tommy is kneedeep in Mafia connections and deals, and runs a nice fence
operation out of his pawn shop. You have something you need
to move that isn’t too hot, come see Tommy. Bring the heat to
his doorstep and that’s one stop you’ll never make again.
> Neighborhood Tuff
> Whatever Tommy might have been, he isn’t anymore. He
has a few connections to La Cosa Nostra, but after some
not-so-random encounters with Lone Star’s Department of
Organized Crime task forces, he has been a lame duck. The
family doesn’t let him move what he used to or keep him as
up-to-date as you would think. Come to Tommy looking to
get yourself made and you’ll get sent you on your way with a
fifteen nuyen pasta primavera.
> Jimmy B
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Lugnuts and Pipewrenches

Bar and Grill | 367 Yale Avenue | R. Murray, Manager | LTG
NA/UCAS-SEA-206-443-9074
Lugnuts and Pipewrenches caters to sports fanatics
and blue collar workers. Six big-screen trideos, dart boards,
pool tables and simgames make it one of the louder bars
in Downtown. The grill provides greasy fare that patrons
wash down with cold beer.
> This unassuming building houses one of Downtown’s largest
brothels. Run by the Mafia, it caters to Downtown corporate
business. Security is tight and thorough. Patrons are pampered
— for a price — and not only have the choice of a wide variety
of joy-girls and -boys, but also personas and sculpted personas
to go with them.
> Zeus
> Mafia isn’t quite right. The Cutters run this joint and the Mob
runs them, sort of. Anyways, this is a great place to toss back
some cold brew and check out some of the best skin on the
west coast. Rates aren’t too bad; you can pretty much always
find something in your price range.
> SouthPaw
“Two wrongs don’t make a right, but three lefts do.”
> They recently got into the p-fix business, but they just haven’t
quite ironed some of the bugs out yet. Apparently a sarariman
requested a Maria Mercurial and the chica came down about
half way thru...needless to say she wasn’t so happy with what he
wanted to do. Ended up being a very messy situation.
> Downtown Playa

Mamma J’s Bistro and Cyber Cafe

Small Café | 2901 Taylor Avenue North | Jennifer Alto, Owner |
LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-770-1111
Harkening back to the days when all everyone wanted
was a cup of coffee and an Internet connection (going way
back here), Mamma ‘J’ Jennifer Alton set up a small neoretro-neo-beatnik cafe in the basement of a residential
high-rise. Everything she could think of went into this
place: deep plush armchairs, pillows galore, odd-shaped
tables and chairs, and don’t forget... real coffee.
> Deckers occasionally make hook-ups for Matrix runs here. If
you’re looking for a decker, you may find one willing to help in
the wee hours of the morning.
> Coffee Lover’s Delight

> I know you’re wrong.
> The Voice of Reason
> Thank you for the enlightening comments, both of you, now
get out; I’m trying to enjoy myself.
<<<IncludeSound:Sluuuurp>>>
> Obsidian

Markie’s

Large Restaurant | 1237 43rd Avenue East | Markie
Mathghamhain, Owner and Manager | Bias against non-elves |
LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-207-654-9987
Markie’s is one of the featured attractions on the North
East side, with the best elven dishes outside of either Tir.
Fresh ingredients are flown in daily, making the price per
dish out the reach of many, but well worth it for those who
can afford. The atmosphere is warm and comfortable, and
plenty of real greenery decorates this spacious restaurant.
Markie’s is modeled after Irish pubs of legend, holding
weekly darts tournaments and brewing some stuff that
would stagger a troll.
> If they let said troll in. There are no guarantees he’d make it out
alive. If you are an ork or a troll, do not go near this place. Buncha
pointy-eared, jack-booted racists! Local police have failed to
investigate any of the three murders that have taken place near
this den of elven Overlords! We will make them pay!
> Sons Of Sauron
“Never Forget! Never Give In!”
> But more importantly my tusked friend, this is where you go
to find out what the Tir is doing in Seattle. Markie was a Ghost,
that’s right, a Tir Drop Commando, and still maintains close
ties, despite his supposed ouster and dishonorable discharge.
It’s likely he is running intelligence-gathering operations inside
Seattle and the Pacific North West.
> Alicia DeVries
“Path of the Fury.”
> Markie is quiet, even as elves go, but you can tell this joker
is riding the wire from a klick away. I watched him take down
five Yak hitters from Chiba like they weren’t even there. Smooth,
real smooth.
> Solid Steel

> Word is Mamma J pays for the real coffee so the rest of her
clients don’t have to pay as much. Her connection is apparently
top of the line, and her grid practically untraceable.
> Java Bean
> Yeah, if you believe all the drek you read on the nodes. Think
about what you’re saying, then talk. Grids are grids. You can have
trouble getting in, but the data trail always leads you back.
> The Voice of Reason
> I know what I read.
> Java Bean

The Shadowrun Supplemental
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Salga Puedos

Medium Bar and Grill | 56 Bolivar Avenue | Simon Bolivar
Chavez, Manager | Subtle bias against non-Latinos and elves
Located South of Downtown, this bar is popular with
the local Hispanic populace. Prices are affordable and the
food is extra-spicy.
> Dude.
> Parker
> What? What?
> Toro
> Do you know what Salga Puedos means?
> Parker
> No, what?
> Toro
> It means, “Get out while you still can.” This place is very, very,
very popular with certain off-duty Aztlan employees.
> Parker

The Silent Café

Small Café | Virginia Street and Terry Avenue | Jamie
King, Owner and Manager | Slight bias against yuppies |
LTG NA/UCAS-SEA 206-947-5363
Nearly equal distance from the Renraku Arcology and
the Aztechnology Pyramid, The Silent Café is anything but
silent. It’s home to political activists, punks, students, and
smoked-ham-sandwich-connoisseurs alike. The crowd is
diverse but friendly and keeps the café full all 24 hours
a day. The Silent Café also sells independent ‘zines,
newspapers and other literature.
> While The Silent Café doesn’t have any official ties, a lot of
the KSBW Channel 233 staff hang out there. If you need to get
in contact with them, it’s the place.
> Bawdy Politic
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Sky Point
Medium Restaurant | Location Varies | “Captain” Marko
Raimius, Owner and Operator | Subtle Bias against obese
patrons | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA 206-441-0245
Seattle’s first and premiere Zeppelin Diner. Luxurious
accommodations for up to 25 passengers in each of its three
modules allow guests to dine in style, with a breath-taking
view of Seattle’s skyline and harbor. Chef Chen Kenichi is
a master gourmet, who uses his magical talents to enhance
his already opulent dishes.
> This place is just freaking cool! Expensive as all get out, but
worth it! They keep the place on a constant roving patrol of
Downtown, partly to please the tourists, but also to avoid some
fragger lobbin’ a SAM at them.
> Southpaw
“Two wrongs don’t make a right, but three lefts do!”
> Chen Kenichi is both an initiate and a master chef. He may
look old and weak but the man can flay the flesh from your
bones with a gaze. That said, most of the staff of Sky Point are
quite friendly, unless you are on the heavy side. Some sort of
fly-boy mentality I guess.
> Two Man Band
“Bells and Whistles all the way!”
> As a sidenote, security is very tight. After a bomb scare around
the initial opening, they check passengers and carry-ons a bit
closer. Magical security is tighter than I would have expected
until I read TMB’s post. Sky Point is an excellent place to do
business: private, on the move and elegant.
> Scalpel
“This isn’t a forum. It’s an operating table and I’m the surgeon.”

SEATTLE 2063
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Bars and Nightclubs
The Dancing Ronin

Nightclub | 4242 Benton Street | Koshiro Mishura, Owner |
Slight bias against trolls and orks | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-532982-3221
One of the more bizarre nightspots in Seattle, the
Dancing Ronin is contained within what appears at
first glance to be nothing more than a large warehouse.
A small, subtle green neon sign indicates the entrance.
However, the inside of the club is something of a marvel
to behold. The spacious interior has been segmented into
four distinctly different musical areas with the use of giant
slabs of specially treated reinforced glass, so that nightclub
patrons appear to be dancing inside one of four giant
rectangular prisms, two at ground level, two on the first
floor. Sound-proofed buffer areas containing walkways
and stairwells provide access to adjoining sections, in
addition to some small seating areas provided for tired
partygoers to escape the noise and relax in comparative
peace for a few minutes.
> Here’s the voice of experience, ladies. I wouldn’t suggest
wearing any low-cut tops or short skirts to this place; otherwise
you’ll attract a lot of attention, unwanted or otherwise, from
those dancing immediately above or below you. Drool on glass
is so passé.
> Razorsmile
> All that glass, I bet it looks really pretty at the end of a hard
nights partying, with the sweat, the beer and the drool. Nice.
Whose stupid idea was this?
> Ubergeist
> A great place to go if you want to make friends with the
Yakuza, that’s for sure. Watch your step. I also heard the Dancing
Ronin has a well hidden fifth basement area which is little more
than a combat arena, where those unfortunate enough to
offend the Yak’s sensibilities get treated to their own private
‘party.’ At best you’ll get a severe beating, at worst...use your
imagination, chummers.
> TenTonHammmer
> All of TenTonHammer’s observations are simply rumors started
by my less successful competitors in a fit of jealousy. The Yakuza
hold no sway in my establishment and all this talk of a secret
‘combat arena’ is pure fiction.
> JadeDragon
> Yeah right! I got some pretty unfunny scars from your
non-existent arena, you fraghead! <<<DisplayImage:
SuckingChestWound.jpg>>>
> ColdSteele
> Ouch. Ouch. Ouch.
> TenTonHammer.

Enigma

Small Club and Restaurant | 220 4th Avenue South | Winter,
Owner | Sponsored Membership | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206748-9600
Known as the place for corporate executives, Enigma
offers its high-powered members a chance to relax in the
comfort and luxury they deserve. Each member is treated
to a private eating and drinking area, and the bar stocks a
collection of the rarest spirits in the world. The restaurant
employs three five-star gourmet chefs, all versed in world
cuisine. Club hours are 1600 until 0500
Each member is treated to a private eating and
drinking area. An existing member must sponsor anyone
wishing to join this club. In the corporate world, you aren’t
a player until you hold a card for this club.
> End “official” version. Truth is you’ll never see any corporate
“executive” in the place. It’s all just a cover. If you can find
someone with an “in,” security will allow you into the club
proper. It’s a two-drink minimum cover where a beer will run
you 1,000 nuyen.
> Mr. S
> FRAG THAT! A grand a drink just to hang with some overly
rich dreks?
> Trixie
> It’s worth every nuyen. Mr. S didn’t say why people go to
Enigma. It is the place to go if you want to find information on
anyone or anything. Every seating area comes with a panel
that controls a small light over the table. Red means you want
privacy, green means you are looking for info, yellow if you are
there to sell, blue if you are there to trade. Information peddlers
will go from table to table trading information for information
or nuyen. The cost is worth it for the paydata you can get from
this place.
> MadameDoko
> So how the frag do you get in this place?
> SamIam
> Well that’s the tricky part. You can’t break into this place. The
guards at the doors are all adepts and when my chummer
took a look astrally, she saw some heavy mojo protecting the
place. There are people around the city that can “sponsor”
you into the club (read: give you a card that you pass to the
guards and they let you in). Expect to cough up some serious
cash for the invite.
> Mr. S
> Try the tailor down the street from the Ares tower, “Viggo Telli’s.”
Ask for Gus. If he likes you, he can get you in.
> Eye-Spy
> So who is Winter? Anyone have info on him?
> SamIam
> Find that answer and you’ll have a lifetime membership to
Enigma and a hefty surge to your bank account. Just don’t
bother asking at the club. It’s the quickest way to the door.
> Mr. S
> Winter will always tell it to you straight.
> MadameDoko
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In The Shadows

Club | Aurora Street and Mercer | Rupert Mills, Owner; Miles
Francis, Manager | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-821-7928
Despite the name, In the Shadows is not some sort
of runner bar; rather it’s a gothic/industrial/fetish
nightclub in the basement of the Universal Omnitech
office tower downtown. Rupert Mills bought the entire
basement in 2058 and has been leasing parts of it to various
organizations since then.
> The basement wasn’t really bought — it was severance pay
for Rupert when Omnitech laid him off.
> Trailsinger
> That’s a mighty big settlement! What did Mills do there?
> Rachel, ESQ
> See, my friend, see. Keep your friends close and your enemies
closer.
> Red Wraith
In the Shadows is managed by Miles Francis and
several of his friends. Bemoaning the lack of clubs for
people in the goth/industrial scene, Francis scraped up
the money to rent 1,000 square feet Friday and Saturday
nights. Even without a liquor license, the club was a
success, and a license and 5-day operations soon followed.
The club is closed Mondays and Tuesdays.
> Since it’s downtown, the club attracts yuppies and corp kids
playing dress-up more than the organizers would like.
> Rapture
Besides the unique location, the club is well known
for three things: friendly staff and community-oriented
patrons; a variety of competent and creative DJs; and
theme nights on the first and third Saturday of each month.
Cover charge is ten nuyen or twenty if you don’t adhere
to the gothic/industrial/fetish dress code.

Smoky Trails

Medium Bar and Nightclub | 279 Pontius Avenue | Kevin
Wood, Manager | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-443-1787
Smoky Trails has successfully recaptured the Roaring
1920s. The interior of this nightclub is an elegant mix of
modern convenience and early jazz history. Live music
is performed nightly and a fair number of upcoming
musicians got started here.
> The club’s bartender Raymond “Two-Tone” Miller is probably
one of the best trumpet men west of New Orleans.
> Jazzman
> Smoky Trails is definitely a Mafia owned establishment. The
Nineteen Thirties deco seems to have brought out the best in them,
and they act the part complete with suits — some diehards even
drive replica 1920s kit cars. Asians will be met with close scrutiny,
but until you make any kind of trouble you’ll be left alone.
> Zeus

Pharaohs

Large Nightclub | 256 Queen Anne Avenue | Ahmed Fakhouri,
Owner and Operator | Subtle bias against trolls and orks | LTG
NA/UCAS-SEA-206-443-7780
Modeled after an Egyptian burial tomb, Pharaohs is
a three-story building. The club doesn’t open until 2100
nightly and hosts rave-style music until the wee hours of
the morning. Club goers can enjoy three separate levels
— each level more exclusive than the last, for only a single
ten nuyen cover charge.
> This place is real popular with the goth crowd. Vampire
wannabes as far as the eye can see. Black is the dress code,
along with Egyptian jewelry. The whole nine yards!
> Solid Steel
> A lot of people assume that this place is modeled after an
Egyptian burial tomb. It isn’t! It’s Aztec. Aztechnology runs this
place! They run intelligence operations out of here. Check it
out, chummers.
> nso30
> Right, this local dose of unreal paranoia brought to you by
nso30.
> Gryphon

Preston’s

Large Nightclub | 4818 17th Avenue Northwest | Trey Preston,
Manager | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-782-1680
Preston’s is located on the rooftop of the Naori
Building. With a large pool, a two-story Trideo screen
and a retractable glass roof for those days it doesn’t rain,
Preston’s is one of Seattle’s premier nightspots.
> Trey Preston was a Star Detective for the better part of a
decade. Started off as street patrol, did some time as a FRT
boy and another three years in Vice. How he managed to front
the capital to buy this joint is a point of contention. Preston’s has
a strict dress code, and those who look like they didn’t spend
enough won’t be admitted.
> Parker
> No contentions chummer, Trey Preston was a dirty-ass cop.
He took every form of kickback and bribe there was. He has
connections with La Cosa Nostra, that’s how he could afford
this place after losing his pension.
> Jimmy B
> It’s not uncommon to see some of Seattle’s hottest models
and stars hobnobbing with the underworld’s glitterati. Security is
unobtrusive but tight, and a lot of these kids come complete
with matching bodyguards.
> Zeus

>I liked this club the first time around. You know, when it was
called Matchsticks? Well, I guess there’s room for two retro-jazz
clubs in the big city...
> Walker
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Razor’s Edge

Medium Bar Archetype | 467 Alaskan Way and Wall Street |
“Iron” Eddie Chambers, Owner and Operator | Subtle bias
against anyone who appears corporate or elven | LTG NA/
UCAS-SEA-206-443-0711
Iron Eddie was an “expeditor” for Keruba, and opened
Razor’s Edge way back in 2037 after he took a few hypervelocity slugs to the lower spine and was forced into an
early retirement. He used some of his contacts and money
to open a bar and behold, the Razor’s Edge was born. The
Edge serves cold drinks and hot business opportunities.
Located just behind the railroad tracks that run between
Elliot Avenue and Alaskan Way, the Edge is renowned for
bar fights and chromed bikes.
> Eddie is old for an ork, at 56, but he looks to be in his midthirties. His chrome is old, most of it predating 2037, but it is all
top-shelf. Still maintaining contacts with his old employers, Eddie
is a fine source for information on what the shadows used to be,
and how they got started.
> Anonymous Bar Fly
“I’m just sittin’ here on this wall.”
> Eddie is also a good resource for small arms and is rumored
to keep a steady supply of weapons in his back room.
> Zeus

The Tool Crib

Bar/Nightclub | 1002 Yale Avenue | A. Jeminez, Manager | Subtle
bias against straights | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-204-446-6557
One of Seattle’s premier underground nightspots, The
Tool Crib is a three-level dance club featuring some of
the best pure electronic and dance music from the last 30
years. Drinks are reasonably priced, and there are nightly
drink specials. No food is served. Many of the glitterati
come here when they’re visiting Seattle but don’t want to
be mobbed at Penumbra or Dante’s.
> Look, I hate to be the guy who brings this up, but the Tool Crib
is, you know, a gay bar. I’m not saying that means we should
all go down there with pitchforks and torches, but you should
know about it before you go. Al, the owner, doesn’t care who
you are, but some of the patrons are pretty territorial, and don’t
like straight chicas or brothers in there. Just so you know.
> The Saint
> That’s one of the things that actually makes it nice for biz. If
you’re not part of the scene, no one expects you to go there.
Plus, there are still some guys old-fashioned enough to hesitate
to follow you into someplace like this. Stupid if you ask me, but
that’s the way of it.
> Downtown Playa
> As if it’s the sexual orientation of the patrons you should know
about. If anything, it’s the drugs that make this place stand out.
Straight up chemicals, chips, whatever! It’s the under-30 party
scene, you know? Everybody’s got to be messed up. That makes
for rude and clumsy people. Over-wireds — you know who you
are — watch yourself.
> BigEasy
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Armour Jeweler

Pawn Shop/Jewelry store | Fourth And Pike | Bryant Armour,
Owner and Manager | Subtle bias against orks, LTG NA/
UCAS-SEA-206-622-2931
Armour Jewelers is a pawn shop that specializes in
jewelry, although they will buy and sell just about anything
else. Open 24 hours a day, they’re sandwiched in near all
the Downtown hotels, but still do brisk business.
> And they mean just about anything, chummer. If you’re
down on your luck and need some fast cred, Bryant will buy
damn near anything of value: trideos, stereos, jewelry, organs,
weapons, whatever you can come by. Bryant won’t buy
obviously hot stuff, but he won’t ask a lot of questions when he
does purchase goods.
> Po Boy
“Nickel and Dime ‘em!”
> Thinking about ripping Armour’s off for some of that loose cred
he has, or maybe liberating some items he has lying about? Think
twice! Bryant has connections with the Komun’go Ring. That’s
right, Seoulpa Rings. The Rings launder money thru his shop. That
means they look out for him. Last guys to try to knock him over
got sent home in blenderized cups.
> Jarred Hong

Amp’s Olde Repair Shoppe

Vehicle Repair Shop | 3259 Perkins Lane West | Ahira, Head
Mechanic | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-785-2237
A medium-sized warehouse just off Magnolia
Boulevard, Amp’s Olde Repair Shoppe is run by a man
only known as Ahira, who is also the head mechanic. He
charges fair prices for above-average work, but make sure
that you call ahead. The quality of work has brought back
several regulars, and the work orders often are more than
Ahira and his assistants can tackle in one day.
> Above average is right, if only a bit of an understatement.
Ahira does top-notch work, and charges less than most of his
competitors would. Reliable sources say that he also does
other, less legitimate, business, including re-sprays, counterfeit
license plates and some not-so-legal upgrades. Most walk-ins,
and about half of the regulars don’t know this though, since
you’d have to know Ahira or one of his assistants personally to
even think about getting a job like that done.
> All-Out
> Amp’s Olde Repair Shoppe doesn’t just work on cars and
bikes Chummers. I’ve seen helicopters, boats, and even
Ahira’s personal Deuce-And-A-Half, a monster of a truck known
as Angelina. Don’t think about ripping the man off though, or
trying to steal something from him. Rumor has it that there’s
enough explosives and weaponry to take on Ft. Lewis’ entire
complement of troops...and win.
> Talon
“No, I’m not that mage from Boston.”
> Ahira has his connections to the underworld of Seattle. He was a
rigger and mechanic for this group run by a man called Amp. His
connections go deep, and a few of his teammates still work with
him, even though the group has been disbanded for almost a year.
> Jrico
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Bold As Brass

Weapon Shop | 9201 Market Avenue North | Ethan Phillips,
Owner | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-405-667-6658
With an extremely bright and colorful exterior, this has
got to be one of the most cheery looking weapon retailers
in Seattle. Ethan is a genuine firearm connoisseur, with a
high tolerance for those less knowledgeable about your
average side arm, making his small shop a little more
welcoming than the bigger retailers. High popularity
amongst average sprawl denizens and experienced gun
owners alike keeps trade brisk.
> Rumors have it that Ethan is an ex-runner, or at least someone
with extensive military training and lots of field time. He’s had
personal experience with most of the stuff he sells, so he knows
what he’s talking about. He’s a nice guy... just don’t piss him off.
I’ve witnessed first hand what he can do armed with nothing
more than a credstick and some brute force.
> Demonifuge
> He does some off-the-wall custom jobs, I can tell you that
for free. I love the fact my Franchi-Spas has a compartment
for my toothbrush.
> Wallbanger
> Wallbanger, the drugs are working, just not in the way you think.
> Demonifuge
> The owner is a goddamn psychopath, I tell you this now.
> Vortex
> You wouldn’t be the little punk who attempted to lift that
chromed Savalette from the counter, would you? Just count
yourself lucky that taser was the only thing I had to hand. How’s
the limp, you little fragger?
> PointBlank

Cedano Sugar

Large Warehouse | South Highway 167 | Pedro Cedano,
Manager | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-440-4576
Cedano Sugar imports quality cane and beets from the
Kingdom of Hawai’i for retail in the UCAS. While selling
most of its product raw to local consumers, Cedano also
processes some into confectionaries. Hours are Monday
through Saturday, 0900 to 2100.
> Planning a sugar run to the Trans-Polar Aleut? Here’s your
starting point. Despite the blurb, they import from the CAS, the
Philippines and yes, Aztlan. Sugar is relatively cheap (Compared
to say BTL...) and has the benefit of being completely legal in
the UCAS, and most of North America. Cedano can load up an
entire T-bird in just under an hour. And dirt cheap to boot!
> Candyman
> Cedano has few friends in the Tribal Council, who have
protested what they see as state sanctioned smuggling
operations. His regular shipments of cane are routinely delayed
and held by the NAN, which is why he imports from all over. His
home has been firebombed three times, he’s been beaten and
shot at, but he still sticks with it. His employees — mostly orks and
trolls and not Native Americans — treat him like a war hero for
keeping the plant open and in the neighborhood.
> Zeus
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Crossroads Shopping Mall

Small Mall |144 Southwest 153rd Street | Kermit Hammer,
Mall President
The Crossroads Shopping Mall is a quaint little
establishment sitting humbly in its upper middle class
surroundings. Consisting of about twenty stores, with two
larger department stores, it’s one of the smaller malls in
Seattle, but in no way lesser than its big brothers. The
Crossroads takes pride in its design and its unusually
large toy store.
The two-level complex divides the smaller stores
between two floors. The second level is a balcony level
opening over a large open mall garden. Two larger
“bridges” connect the sides, taking care to not block the
precious sunlight that filters down from skylights that run
the length of the promenade. Escalators and elevators are
located at either end of the mall. Entrances are located
through the center of the mall, and through each of the
department stores.
The focal point of the Crossroads is Ergen’s Toy Store.
A huge affair that takes up both levels, Ergen’s rests
opposite Macy’s and Sears-Penney’s, snuggling nicely
in the center of the mall. The decoration is that of most
children’s dreams; life-size versions of current toys stand
at attention, while a huge creation of connecting blocks
depicts an ancient castle complete with knight and a firebreathing dragon.
> The only real point of any interest in the Crossroads is Ergen’s
Toy Store. Everything else you can find there is just an over-priced
version of anything you can find at any other store across the
greater metropolitan area. Of course, it appeals more to the
children than anything else.
> White Lightning
> Word is that there’s a small arms dealer operating from
somewhere in the Crossroads, but I haven’t been able to get
in contact with anyone who could get me in contact so I don’t
know the details.
> Social Inept
> I do know that Ergen actually had to shut down the store a
couple years ago, anyone have any details on that?
> Chromed Coif
> Transformers...it was all about Transformers.
> Maximus Prime
> He had his prized collection inside and a bunch of ‘runners
shot the place up trying to get their hands on it. Apparently, they
had to hunt down Geppetto and Pinocchio to get it. I kid you
not, but sometimes I wish I were. Kidding, I mean.
> Obsidian
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> Next you’ll find runners looking for Malibu Barbie dolls.
> Yo Joe!

Dave’s Costume Shop

Small Retail Store | 3210 Beacon Avenue South | “Diamond”
Dave Lalone, Owner | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-722-0600
Dave’s Costume Shop is your source for costume
jewelry, wigs and specialty make-up. Dave’s offers a
variety of discounts and an array of costumes, outfits
and masks for any occasion.
> Dave is a genius with clothes and a make-up artist without
compare; he has done special effects for a wide array of
studios and for some of Seattle’s premiere costume balls and
parties. He also sells uniforms and fake IDs. Need to look like that
Aztechnology corporate cop? — see “Diamond” Dave.
> Rubber Samurai
> Dave did time for forgery and B&E. His stuff should be good;
he’s had enough experience at it.
> Zeus

DeLon Design

Medium Retail Store | 805 N Palatine Avenue | Tony DeLon,
Owner | Strong bias against the Poor | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA823-485-9203
DeLon design is one of the best places in Seattle to find
the latest fashions favored by the social elite, as well as any
custom-tailored clothing money can buy. Much of Seattle’s
upper crust shops here, with customers ranging from
mafiosi to mega-corporate management. All customers
are equal in Tony’s eyes, but some are more equal than
others, depending on the size of their credstick.
The merchandise ranges from the latest board room
fashions to the flashiest dance floor clothes. They all have
one thing in common: their hefty price tag.
If money isn’t an object and style is your game, then
DeLon’s is for you.
> So why the hell should we lowly shadowrunners care?
> Cynic
> Think about it, omae. Custom tailor jobs? Corporate elite?
Someone’s got to take the measurements, and any fashion
designer worth his lisp is going to take the measurements by
hand, or have someone do it for him. Grease the right palms
and you just may be able to get a bug planted, find out what
kind of heat or armor a mark is packing, or at the very least get
some female suit’s measurements. Karen King. Rowl.
> Voyeur
> If you want on his good side, make sure you pronounce Tony
right — it’s “To-nay.”
> Well Suited Warren
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Firefly’s Jar

Fireworks Manufacturer | Firefly Island, Elliot Bay | Jennifer
Estasi, Proprietor/Lead Chemist | LTG NA /UCAS-SEA-206171-8881
Firefly’s Jar is the leading manufacturer of custom,
hand-made fireworks. Located on a small island formed
from land reclaimed from the bay, Firefly’s does a brisk
business selling to those who want that little extra
something or that unique display for the corporate party.
> Fireworks — piffle, sparkly — or fireworks — boom, flashy?
> Misha
> She’ll do custom explosives, if you can afford it. She takes
pride in her work, and doesn’t want any heat coming down on
the store. No traceable residue, no ritual links possible back to
her: it’s near perfect, but expensive as hell and she needs lead
time to make it.
> Reese
> But is she any good, or does she just have a nice cookbook?
> Posh
> The former. Jen’s a double degreed Chemist and Chemical
Engineer. She knows her stuff. Give her some residue, and she
will not only determine what type of explosive it was, but trace
it back to the factory, sometimes even a batch number, based
on the chemical composition.
> Symphony

Grandpa Wang’s Antiques

Medium Shop | 768 Maynard Avenue | Wang Lo-Pi | Bias
against non-Chinese | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-444-5869
Grandpa Wang’s Antiques is a lore shop specializing
in Chinese black magic. Lo-Pi is a Chinese refugee from
the last century’s communist government and considered
to be an expert on Triad magic and Chinese black magic.
> Which, of course, is because he is a Triad black mage. Duh.
> Local Star
> Some pretty interesting items have turned up in Grandpa
Wang’s at times. He seems to have some damn good
connections when it comes to enchanting supplies and magical
weapons. If he is Triad, that might explain it.
> Stick Mage
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The Holistic Garden

Medium Retail Store/Spa | 501 S. Jackson Street | Jamie
“Harmony” Phillips, owner | Strong bias against cyber |
LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-748-5168
The Holistic Garden promotes self-improvement
through natural remedies and biological and alternative
medicine. A wide variety of natural drugs and biological
products for skin and hair are available, as well as
acupuncture, hydro-massage, and many other services.
Jamie also conducts total-immersion clinics for small
groups to educate them on the benefits of natural selfimprovement.
> Holistic Garden also takes special order requests. If you can’t
find it anyplace else, they might be able to get it for you. I’ve
heard they can get things from both the Aztlan and the Tir for
the right price
> Nature Boy
“100% natural, taste tests available.”
> Jamie “Harmony?” Somebody must’ve heard wrong, its Jamie
“Tuner.” Total-immersion clinics, my hoop, the Tuner has the best
bioware clinic around. It may not be the hottest stuff out there,
but she’ll have you in and out in 10 days, and ain’t nobody can
tell you just had surgery.
> Chords
“No thanks, chum, I make beautiful music all by my
lonesome.”
> What the customer wants, my bank account gets! Chaching!
> Plant Stalker

Import Auto Garage

Auto Garage | 450 13th Street | Sammy LaToncha, Owner | LTG
NA/UCAS-SEA-206-554-5499
Import Auto is considered by most to be the best
garage in town for repairs on import autos, including
Toyota, Eurocar, Mitsubishi, Rolls-Royce, and so on.
With 30 years of experience and a helpful, courteous
staff, Import Auto is relied on by executives, trid stars
and politicians for their repair needs.
> Right. “Import.” Because so many cars are made in the
UCAS. As if!
> Grange

> Sammy’s completely on the level, by the way. He keeps the
business he keeps because he’s a man of unimpeachable
character. No amount of money will get him to sell out his
clients.
> Zeus
> Maybe, but he’s perfectly willing to work on less-than-legal
vehicles for the right price. And I don’t mean he’ll fix your
cannoned-up Mobmaster; I mean, if you’ve got a Phaeton
— a standard Phaeton — and you need repairs, he’s willing to
do them. But if you start bringing military hardware around, he’s
going to call the Feds. Don’t be stupid.
> Drexel
“Yeah, they’re blue sunglasses. Close your mouth.”

Madame Xu’s Massage Parlor

Small Massage Parlor | Corner of Virginia Street and Terry
Avenue | Madame Xu Way, Manager | Subtle bias against
orks | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-442-8690
Are your aching muscles troubling you? Madame Xu’s
has the remedy for you. Hourly and daily rates are available.
The small parlor typically has four massage therapists
available, and is open late Wednesday through Friday.
> Man, after a long hard run nothing is better than a trip to
Madame Xu’s. Her girls are the best at what they do!
> Harbringer
> Madame Xu is not actually a real person, but a cover identity.
They rotate girls, taking their turn as Madame Xu. This place is a
triad-run establishment. Mess around and it might be tragic.
> Downtown Playa

Park Place Motors

Large Automobile Dealership | 500 S. Jackson Street |
Christopher McGraw, General Manager | LTG NA/UCASSEA-425-562-1000
With two locations, one in Downtown and the
other located about fifteen miles east of Downtown
(13710 Northup Way, Bellevue), Park Place Motors is
an authorized dealer for Cobra, Lotus, Ferrari, Eurocar,
Saleen S19, Porsche, Panoz, Acura, Audi, BMW, Maserati,
Mercedes, Saab and many more luxury and performance
cars. Servicing the Seattle and Bellevue area since 1986,
we specialize in new and pre-owned vehicles. Our 10-bay
service department makes us one of the largest and most
well-equipped dealerships outside of Europe.
> DROOL! Man, these guys have a little bit of everything on the
lot. If you have valid ID, and a large enough credstick you can
even test-drive one of these badass cars!
> Alien Tourist
“From way out of town.”
> The Manager, Chris McGraw, is a savvy entrepreneur. Despite
a slumping market for luxury vehicles of all sorts, he has managed
to expand Park Place’s sales every year. A lot of corporations get
program cars for the upper echelon executives here.
> Drexel
“Yeah, they’re blue sunglasses. Close your mouth.”
> Here’s a little tidbit, kiddies; McGraw has a son, Willie, who likes
to borrow his father’s cars straight from the lot, to make courier
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runs. Seems Willie has a bit of a chip and gambling problem.
In the past he’s also provided discreet rental services to various
runners and other unsavories, in exchange for some cold, hard
cred. Need a flashy set of wheels? Know how to ask nicely? Here’s
your sweet spot, chummer.
> The Saint

> And it hasn’t gone unnoticed either. The local Yaks have made
at least three attempts on his life and firebombed his shop twice.
(He was gone both times, and not because he was lucky.) Stan
has some serious bodyguards — at least six — and I expect
they may be moving him some place secure.
> Victor

Skidmarks

Sunada’s Comics

Garage and Tattoo Parlor | 420 East Pike | Sabrina Sonada |
Friendly to Yakuza and ‘runners | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206524-6282
Skidmarks operates as a motorcycle garage during
the day and a tattoo parlor at night. Sabrina’s specialty is
hand-tuning bikes for performance, but she also handles
regular maintenance, rebuilds, and any sort of motorcycle
work. The garage closes at 1800, and the adjoining office is
opened at 1900 to let Sabrina work her other skill at tattoo
artistry. The place employs three part-time personnel as
well, Fritz in the garage, Arista in the parlor, and Zeke
who works in both.

Small Retail Store | Pine Street and 9th Avenue | Sunada
Akinori, Manager | Bias against non-Japanese | LTG NA/
UCAS-SEA-206-442-7823
This comic and collectibles shop sits on the corner
of 9th and Pine and carries an amazing collection of
curiosities. Stocking everything from comic collectibles
to the latest anime releases to rare imports, Sunada’s will
meet your comic needs.

> Sonada? As in Ryo Sonada, formerly of the Yak, ex-Ishikyo
Oyabun? Wonder what’s in her pretty little head...
> Yak-cracker

> Most pedestrians would assume Sunada’s Comics is only a
comic store, a Japanese bookstore at best. The upstairs of this
building though, is the Jade Pillars, a Yakuza-run brothel. Clients
are strictly by invitation only and security is lethally efficient.
This was one of the first Seattle brothels to set up Bunraku
operations and they are still the best. Their girls and boys are
top-notch, maintained like fine sports cars, and as far as I can
tell, fresh from Japan.
> Yunokawa

> She’s one hot chica, with some mad scribble skills, but she
ain’t his. Got it on good authority she a natural blond; ain’t no
Jap-Yak like that.
> Canvas
“The pinnacle of [meta]human achievement is art.”

> They really mean by invitation only. Clients are brought here
to be wooed by the Yaks, and don’t pay for anything — at least,
not in the traditional sense.
> Jarred Hong

Stan’s Lawn and Garden Supply

Trideo Shack

> Skidmarks is the A+ bomb! All my bikes go through there
before I give up on them!
> Kanevil the Green

Small Retail Store | 2608 South 208th Street | Stan Wozniak,
Owner | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-824-6397
Stan’s Lawn and Garden Supply meets all your
home gardening and lawn care needs. It stocks a full
range of automated and drone yard services, and the
approachable staff provide that human touch. Hours are
Monday through Thursday 0900 to 2000, and Friday 1100
till 1700.
> Stan Wozniak was a top-notch drone designer and
programmer for MCT back in the day. Guy did some amazing
stuff with drones and autonomous tactical software. Really
ahead of his time! Then MCT had a change of management
or a bad fiscal year or something and decided to cut him
loose. They outright violated patent laws and his contract, fired
him and out on his ass he went. No pension, no patents, no
nothing. Fraggin’ corps! Somehow he managed to scrape this
place together.
> Jimmy B
> No question as to how. Stan is single handedly bringing La
Cosa Nostra into the 21st Century. He has totally modernized
their operations, at least as far as drone tech and surveillance
go. They keep him in tinker toys and cash, and he shows them
tricks that would have taken the Cosa years to learn.
> Solid Steel
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Small Retail Store | 503 S. Jackson Street | Jakob Michkoff, Branch
Manager | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-748-5202
Trideo Shack is an international chain of small
component electronics stores. Each store is an individually
owned franchise under Cross Applied Technologies.
TS offers the widest variety of components, ranging
from resistors and capacitors to adapters, cables, and
miscellaneous technological bits for electronic devices
everywhere.
> This place is THE place to find that special adapter you
need.
> Ampere
“I like beans!”
> You can practically make your own detonators, switches, etc.,
from the selection of misccellaneous junk they have in there.
The technicians/salesmen are just about useless. The owner is
the only knowledgeable one there.
> Heartstone
“Make it hurt so good!”
> They also have all kinds of cheap deck parts, trideo sets,
portable communications and of course, toys! Emphasis on
cheap!
> UniFlash
“Ouch, I’m not supposed to bend that way!”
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Zack’s Gym

Gym | 1200 166th Street | Zack Brown, Owner | Extreme bias
against the unfit | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-455-144-8779
Considered by many to be the best of the underground
gyms, Zack’s has an extraordinary assortment of
weightlifting, cardiovascular, and cyber-therapy
equipment. They also offer training in boxing and several
forms of self-defense. A staff of uncertified but extremely
competent trainers and therapists are always present and
anxious to assist customers. Rates are reasonable, and
membership is discreet.
> They’re not kidding. You wouldn’t believe the stuff Zack’s got
in this place. It’s the basement of an old warehouse, so it ain’t
easy to find, but once you get in there...oh, man! It’s my favorite
place to get away from the wife and kids.
> Jimmy B.
> The weights and cardio drek are nothing special, nothing you
can’t get in a thousand other places for only a little more. But
Zack doesn’t care about ware or SIN. And the cyber-therapy
equipment and staff are the best you can get on the streets. I
went down the MBW road recently, and when the doc let me
leave, I could barely walk straight. A couple of weeks at Zack’s,
and I could move well enough to at least do some work. A
couple of months, and I was moving in ways I couldn’t ever
have imagined. Do yourself a favor: if you get ware — any ware
— get therapy, and get it here. It’s the only way you’ll get the
most out of your new gear. Ask around, the staff knows some
good docs, too.
> Messianic
“I will show you the truth and the light.”
> Therapy — and intensive therapy — is also the only way you
can learn to move like a normal person when you want to. I
can spot a joker with wires from a kilometer out, and someone
with cyberlimbs from two. But therapy can teach you how to get
some control over your kinesics. Completely essential if you’re
ever going to try to not look like what you really are.
> Solid Steel

Government Buildings
Aztlan Embassy

Large Embassy | 123 15th Avenue South | Raphael Hernandez,
Ambassador | Bias against non-Aztlaners | LTG NA/AZTSEA-206-441-3251
Established in 2057, this ten-story building houses the
Aztlan Ambassador, his family, and staff. The building is
designed to resemble traditional Aztec-style buildings, but
makes concessions to both modern design and security.
Visitors are reminded that identification should be readily
visible at all times.
> Yet another feeble attempt to separate Aztechnology from
Aztlan proper. They stretch it pretty thin here. All the ambassador’s
decisions have to be cleared by the local Aztechnology
Manager before even going to Aztlan proper. Can you say
rubber stamp?
> Neighborhood Watch
> They run some pretty sweet intelligence operations from here;
rumors place all sorts of assets in the area, with all sorts of skills.
Stories of blood magic and other strangeness abound. None
of course, can be verified.
> Gator

Seattle Metroplex Armory

Large Warehouse /Military Barracks | Pier 67 | Colonel Bradley
LaMont Eisenhower, Commanding Officer | LTG NA/UCASSEA-206-441-0001
The Metroplex Armory houses most of the local
Guard’s small arms and ammunition, as well as some
crew-served weapons and the occasional Light Fighting
Vehicle. The facility serves primarily as a centralized
training area for the Downtown units (Both C Co. and
B Co. of the 134th Metroplex Guard Battalion), allowing
Guardsmen to spend time in sensory deprivation for
simsense training and classrooms for OJT and book
learning. The Armory also hosts local events ranging
from Veteran’s affairs to high school wrestling matches
and job fairs.
> Colonel Eisenhower is a direct descendant of the 20th century
legendary five-star general and president, Dwight D. Eisenhower.
His degree is in Business Management and you can bet he has
close contacts in the local corporations. Like most young men
— the Colonel is only 27 — he is a bit rash and hot-headed.
His temper is legendary around the Armory, which he sees as
his personal fiefdom.
> Armory Rat
> The Armory holds a little more than just small arms, although
anyone stupid enough to make a play for the good stuff
deserves what he gets. At least several times a year the Colonel
finagles a bit of cred to take out some real ammo and play his
big toys at the Fort Lewis ranges. Grade A+ bang-bang!
> Solid Steel
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> With the recent events in the Arcology, this Armory has been
commandeered by the UCAS Marines. Specifically, Bravo
Company 3rd Battalion 8th Marines have made this Armory
their impromptu home away from home. (They’re from the East
coast for anyone keeping track.) Running Shore Patrol and Boat
Ops in the Harbor, their OIC is a Captain, operating outside
Colonel Eisenhower’s direct chain of command, something
that drives him crazy. Apparently a couple of weeks ago they
literally forced him out of his own office. Bad blood brewing,
chummers, means business for you and me.
> Harbringer

> Meh, he’s just doing what anyone would in his position. The
Mafia’s leaning on him hard, and he’s doing anything he can to
keep his business afloat. We just represent an untapped market.
In fact, he sold me some nitrous oxide a few weeks ago, and
he installed a tooth-compartment in a friend of mine’s mouth
just the other day. He’s a good fella, though. Treats everybody
like everybody else — ‘cept if they’ve got a badge, of course.
I hope he stays in business.
> Helen Wheels

Medical Facilities

The Four Winds Club

Cascade Center

Small Hospital and Clinic | 19655 1st Avenue South | Dr.
Keith Lochrain, Chief Medical Resident | Bias against Asians |
LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-824-9992
This facility located just south of Sea-Tac has the
hottest slicers this side of Chiba and some SOTA ware
not normally found outside military chop shops. Its
location near the airport makes it popular with all sorts
of customers, not all of them local. Dr Keith Lochrain was
a naval surgeon who spent time cutting for the SEALs and
Force Recon.
> The good doctor also cuts for the local Intel — NSA and CIA
hard boys get their wires here. Lochrain’s papers list him as retired
— honorable discharge with numerous decorations — but he
obviously still has some connections, explaining his access to
the real neat hardware.
> Downtown Playa

Oak’s Plaza Dental

Shadow Dentist’s Office | 3 Oak Plaza | Dr. Forrest Sherman,
DDS | Dislike of debt collectors and members of the medical
establishment; distrust of law enforcement | LTG NA/UCASSEA-867-538-9911
The modern shadowrunner or SINless individual
often overlooks some of the smaller needs, such as
hygiene. In particular, dental hygiene! With a diet of food
such as Sloppy Soy and high-action Choco-Bars, teeth
can rot very easily. Unfortunately, dentistry is an area of
medicine under the thumb of corporate interests. No SIN
or corporate equivalent? No fillings. It’s a rare facility that
breaks these rules and Dr. Forrest Sherman, DDS, runs
one of them. For a few nuyen more in “processing costs,”
he’ll be happy to provide services to the systematically
disadvantaged. His facilities are spartan but clean, and
run on normal business hours.

Other Locations
Mah Jongg Parlor | 16708 Aurora Avenue North | Ren
Youcheng, Owner and Manager | Subtle bias towards nonChinese | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-546-4144
The Four Winds Club is a Chinese Mah Jongg and slot
machine parlor. Patrons can try their hand at Mah Jongg
— Chinese Mah Jongg, that is — and 50 slot machines.
Open 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year.
The Four Winds also provides complimentary drinks for
players and a buffet bar.
> Ren is a small old man with a limp, who you might not even
spare second glance in a crowd. He has enough wetware in
his head to run a small bank. The guy is unreal with numbers.
Rumor has it he had a run-in with some Triad way back when
that taught him a lesson that left him limping.
> Creeper
> Mah Jongg can be a brutal game; I lost 10K in one night to
these little bastards. Come prepared; know the damn game
and how the rules can change.
> Downtown Playa
> Need a hook up with the local Triads? Try here. Ren doesn’t
maintain any official contacts — after what they did to him, who
blames him? — but it is no secret that a lot of Triad boys like to
hang here after scoring some dough.
> Lo Wang

> Let me tell you, brother, this guy is a lifesaver. A little nervous,
maybe, but I suppose that comes with dealing with folks like
me. I had to get patched up after a particularly bad bar fight,
and he’s the only guy who even let me in the door.
> Silver Tooth Tony
“You never know when a silver bite comes in handy...”
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KSBW Channel 233

Small Trideo Station | Location Varies | Managers Vary
KSBW Channel 233 is an independent pirate trideo
station that operates from a series of vans and pirated
satellites. Often subverting corporate channels and Aztlansponsored stations, their broadcast format is very anticorporate and pro-environment.
> They are also neck-deep in the Seattle Independence
Movement. Although no one really runs KSBW, Nicholas Ivanovich
is the political force behind the Independence people. He has
connections with a lot of the syndicates and polis that run the
streets of Downtown and has managed to scoop some of the
bigger stations at times. The guy is a pit bull.
> Solid Steel
> Which is why his entourage is mostly muscle boys from the
SIM. Apparently NBS and the others took exception to being
second best. Nick lost his woman in what was dubbed by the
Star as “accidental electrocution.” The SIM boys decided they
wanted some hard boys with him at all times, which didn’t sit so
well with Nick at first. He kept trying to duck them. I guess they
figured a way to make him see the light.
> Face
> Well, after a couple of corp hitters made a pizza pie out of
his face, he saw reason.
> Amos

North American Hunters Association

Lodge and Small Bar | 16th Avenue South | Sir Geoffrey
Morgan, Manager | Subtle Bias against non-members | LTG
NA/UCAS-SEA-206-444-8931
Originally known as the Seattle Safari Club, they
underwent a name change in ‘59 to the North American
Hunters Association. Membership numbers and
information are kept private, but some easy digging will
reveal that members are mainly corporate and human,
working mid-level sarariman jobs. Originally a fourstory warehouse, the building has been converted into
a facsimile of a British hunting lodge — or at least what
the trideos make them out to be. Spacious sitting rooms
provide a quiet atmosphere to exchange lies and admire
game trophies. A small bar known as the Congo Room
serves members who have some luxury time.
> More than a few local Lone Star officers have memberships,
and so do a good number of corporate security goons, most
of them awarded for “Meritorious Service to the City of Seattle.”
What drek! The suits need to have some one around who knows
how to use a gun.
> Big Jake
“Want to go camping?”

> To get in touch with KSBW, you’re best off leaving a message
with one of the waitresses at The Silent Café. They’ll pass it along
to someone at KSBW.
> Tori

> Maybe you don’t know? I’ll spell it out for you. H-U-M-A-N-I-S.
These boys support your local sheet-wearing 404 — lock, stock
and smoking barrel. Just for fun, double-check their membership
registry against some local Humanis Policlub meetings. Don’t
be surprised if names come up twice.
> The Mad typist

Nishimuraya Gardens

The Pacific Speedway

Large Park | 4011 South 146th Street | Toshitsugu
Nishimuraya, Manager | Bias against non-Japanese | LTG
NA/UCAS-SEA-206-243-1210
Built in 2045 by Toshitsugu Nishimuraya, the
Nishimurya Garden is a traditional Japanese Rock Garden
and Japanese bathhouse. Hot baths, serene surroundings,
and meditation make this one of Seattle’s quietest corners.
Toshitsugu Nishimuraya is responsible for maintaining
this pristine corner of Downtown.
> Membership fees are believed to be outrageously high for
Gaijin, but most Japanese members are said to pay little to
no dues. Looking to find a local Yakuza oyabun, when he isn’t
home? Try here; this place is knee-deep in Yaks. Invitation only,
by the way.
> Scalpel
“This isn’t a forum, it’s an operating room, and I’m the surgeon.”
> Scalpel’s comments aside, this place is amazing. The
underwater gardens have a stunning coral reef and the stone
glitters with slight mineral deposits. Beautiful music, Bonsai trees,
and hell, even those little monk guys with red robes. Wild, man,
wild!
> Bruno PoundDown
“Whatcha Lookin’ at?”
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Large Drag Strip | 4539 California Avenue Southwest | Tony
“Tags” Twitch, Manager | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-932-9620
The Pacific Speedway is Seattle’s home to IHRA racing
and the North American Racing Association. There are six
quarter-mile strips, three one-mile strips and a three-mile
oval track, giving Seattle race fans their speed fix. Tony
“Tags” Twitch is a former three-time North American
International Hot Rod Association Champion.
> Tony got his nickname from stealing cars when he was
younger. He liked to collect license plates, and the nickname
“Tags” stuck with him even after he finished his five-year sentence
for grand theft auto.
> Road Dawg
> Federated Boeing and some other corps run a couple of
hover tracks and occasionally show off some experimental
or concept vehicles. Good place to keep up with the latest
developments in rigger tech, and all around a lot of fun.
> Zeus
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Public Access Matrix Terminal Number 3278
Corner of Becket Street and Carnegie Road
A public access matrix terminal.
> Oh god, not this.
> Captain Chaos
> This terminal has become something of legend in the
shadowrunning community. It’s not that it’s any different from
any of the other terminals out there (although it is older than
most); it’s just that it’s a piece of history that’s still standing for
some reason. It was from this terminal that various deckers have
made some of the largest datasteals, due to its location in a
horrific part of town that was later re-developed. The old terminal
still stands, mostly because of adjustments made to the public
redevelopment plans from the terminal. It’s seen brainwaves via
datajacks of deckers such as Mirage, Echo Dolphin, FastJack,
and of course, the good Captain Chaos himself.
> Chimp
> As a result of its legendary status, it’s become something
of an initiation among some deckers to make dangerous
runs from that very terminal. The Star, however, has picked up
on this, and they keep an eye on the thing. Plenty of up and
coming deckers have been snagged because they thought
they were good enough to make a score from the fabled
3278. Sometimes they’re not snagged then and there, either.
Sometimes they’re just logged, and the Star gives them an offer
they can’t refuse...
> Ice G
> I’m so embarrassed.
> Captain Chaos
> You’re not the only one.
> FastJack

School of the Red Dragon

School | Chinatown Seattle | Xian Zhong, Owner | Bias
against Triad | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-897-0954
This former office building bears no names and has
no signs — only the school’s students and those who
live in the area know the place exists. Students from the
slums of Chinatown gravitate toward this school to study
the art of Kung Fu. Its name comes from the master who
teaches them.
> It’s surreal, it is. My mother says it used to be a bank, but now
it’s China once you go inside. The glass roof fell away long ago,
and the upper stories are full of pitfalls. Master Zhong has planted
bamboo and other plants in the old courtyard and teaches in
the lower level rooms.
> Sohn Chu
> So...the Red Dragon? Isn’t that well, a little clichéd?
> Curious Greg
> Xian Zhong, AKA Inferno, AKA the Blossom of the Lotus Triad’s
most sought after target, “The Red Dragon.” This dangerous
woman with ruby red eyes and a balance tail to match is a
master of the blade and Kung Fu. The actual address of the
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school is $dg^7*4...PANIC NOW!...<Ah, my apologies, but
certain information should not be revealed to all those who
use this connection>...END PANIC...%8*#209n’t say I never
gave you anything.
> Captain Obvious
“If it isn’t Obvious, it isn’t the complete story.”
> I am in your debt, friend. I shall repay you for your troubles.
> Steel

Seattle Liquor Distribution Warehouse

Large Warehouse | 15455 65th Avenue South | Franko Cosso,
Manager | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-0214-1240
Seattle controls liquor retailing very closely, and this
central warehouse allows them to distribute alcohol evenly
to the outlying districts. Security is extremely tight and
staff are placed under heavy scrutiny before and after
being hired.
> Liquor comes straight from boat or plane to here. It is labeled
and sent to local retailers.
> Zeus
> The Mob runs this place, plain and simple. They control the
trucks and who gets what. Want some major booze, cheap?
See Franko Cosso; he is the Mob’s man on the inside.
> Nature Boy
“100% natural, taste tests available.”

Seattle Metroplex Impound and Storage Yard

Large Warehouse and Storage Yard | 1345 South Colorado |
Lt. Dave Anrison, Commander/Manager | Bias against nonLone Star Security Services personnel | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA
207-567-9838
Located south of Downtown, the Impound Yard is
technically owned by LSSS, but operated by the City of
Seattle. The yard has the capability to store 500 vehicles,
including winged craft, motorboats, rotorcraft and
hovercraft. The yard is located near a rail line and the
shoreline. Hours are Monday through Thursday 0900
until 1630.
> Impounded vehicles go here. All vehicles are searched,
catalogued and stored. All vehicles receive a vehicle tag,
which identifies them, and is used when recovering vehicles
from the yard.
> SPD
> Looking for a new ride? Got some disposable cred? The Yard
cops aren’t LSSS; they are employed by the City, which means
they make significantly less than the average street grunt. The
right kind of finesse can get you a nice ride that has been
“removed” from the system.
> Nightmare
> These guys are also the first to search vehicles that arrive from
various crime scenes. That means they have access to all sorts
of goodies: chips, weapons, cash, blood samples, you name
it. It pays to put one of these guys on your payroll.
> Face
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Steel Rain

Large Casino | 160771 South Cleveland Street | Patches,
Owner and Operator | Favorable toward tech-heads and the
poor; strong bias against corporate types | LTG NA/UCASSEA-815-379-2255
Located just on the southern edge of Downtown
is Steel Rain, a home-away-from-home for nostalgic
businessmen from across the Pacific. Twenty-four hours
a day, you can hear the vibrantly chaotic sounds of three
hundred pachinko machines in this building, lined up
facing each other in long rows of twenty-five. At the end
of each row, a changing machine spits out small, nearly
indestructible metal-ceramic ball bearings. One nuyen will
get you 400 balls.
Pachinko works like it always has, but bound spirits,
holography, miniature drones and simsense have made
it more than just watching the steel rain shower down
through spinners and pins. These machines are always in
top condition and are upgraded regularly. Steel Rain is a
virtual mecca for Japanese pachinko faithful. Prizes run
the gamut from cheap food, to toys, to fairly expensive
jewelry and watches.
Security is tight, as the man in charge, Patches is
maximum metal. So far as anyone can tell, this eightfoot behemoth is at least sixty percent combat-quality
cybernetics. Besides full cyber replacement of both legs
and left arm, Patches is also fully body-plated. His
almost constant presence out front indicates use of a
sleep regulator. Staff consists of three or four pretty girls
on the other side of some decent-strength armored wall
and two-way monitors.
Patches has a soft spot for folk who look like they’re
out of luck. He’s always got a few extra ball bearings in a
pocket that he happily hands over to folk who could use
a package of krill cakes or a cheap thermo blanket.
> You have to watch your ass around Patches, that freak throws
a punch that dents a Mobmaster.
> Black Dog
> Sure, you feebs try to boost a couple of retired sarariman on
P-man’s square, get torn up and then you blame him for being
in traction for a month. Bad karma dude!
> Bubbles XXX000
> Master Patches is to be commended for his most excellent
work in recreating a Japanese parlor here in Seattle. My
associates and I love to come and spend an enjoyable hour
or two with his innovative machines.
> Mr. Magic

St. James Cathedral

Large Cathedral | 804 9th Avenue | Archbishop Alex Brunnet |
LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-443-6781
St. James Cathedral is the seat of Catholic power in
Seattle, with Archishop Brunnet responsible for the entire
Seattle Archdiocese. The Church holds regular services,
including Sunday school for children and operates St.
James, a private Catholic School for all ages. Father Iacopo
Librizze is in charge of public relations and liaisons.
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> St. James is also home to some Templars, the Vatican’s secret
army. They handle situations that the big hats in Rome think
need a hard touch. Father Librizze is a troll and the main legbreaker for the church. These guys are outfitted with top-notch
chrome, heavy hittin’ magic and have training that would make
a Mossad agent blanch.
> Church Goer
> Uhmm. Okay chummer. So anyways... Father Librizze is the
most personable troll I have ever met. He is a quiet, unassuming
man who knows his scripture. He personally oversees all the soup
kitchens in his district, and contributes time to the St. James
football team, which I might add, was 11-0-0 last season.
> Faithful Saint
> Librizze is a diversion. Father Vincent Scarpello and Father
Anthony Sabatino pack the serious chrome. Some of their fellow
men of the cloth have their share of combat magic. Gives a
new meaning to “Last Rites.”
> Charlie Chan
“The Ladies Man”
> Sabatino? Father Anthony Sabatino? Ha, that’s rich. If it’s the
same Sabatino I know, this guy was an officer in the 10th Swiss
Mountaineer Regiment, and packs just enough cybernetics
to make my blender horny. I never took him for the religious
type.
> Swiss Chocolate Maker
“A little Swiss in ya, Miss?”

Wilhelmi Lysleul

Winery | 1416 34th Avenue | Madeline Lysleul, Owner and
Manager | LTG NA/UCAS-SEA-206-325-3051
Sprawling across a dozen acres, Wilhelmi Lysleul
produces some two thousand cases of wine each year.
— one of the largest indoor vineyards in the world.
Tasting rooms are available by appointment during
the summer, mostly June. Prices range from a hundred
nuyen to over ten thousand nuyen per bottle. Lysleul
also produces its own cheese, making this a must-see for
anyone visiting Seattle.
> Want to impress a contact? A date? Anyone? Here’s the place
to do it! This place has world-class wines and some of the best
cheese outside of Wisconsin. It’s expensive as hell, but man, the
view alone is worth it. A dozen acres of pristine orchards, good
food and a great sunset make this place an A on my list.
> Alicia DeVries
“Path of the Fury.”
> Lysleul also houses some very secure tasting rooms, with
magical security and anti-surveillance devices of all sorts. Hightech stuff! Physical security isn’t very obtrusive; they prefer passive
detection systems and hard boys to handle problems quietly.
> Alien Tourist
“From way out of Town.”
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